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Working, 
sharing, 
recognizing
Equality, diversity, and inclusion are deeply rooted in ABSL’s DNA and are shared 
values at the heart of our culture. Since 2018, activities related to DE&I are 
important part of ABSL agenda. In 2021 for the first time, we kicked off a full-
scale whole-year ABSL program #WorkingTogether, aiming at sharing ideas, 
knowledge, and experiences in building a better, more inclusive organizations.

During this year we were literally working together, discussing various DE&I related 
issues concerning diversity management, inclusive recruitment, equal career 
opportunities, ethical language, and employer branding. Webinars and debates, 
publications, podcasts, and other activities, were a great chance to learn from best 
market experts and practitioners. As collaboration, sharing and learning from each 
other is the ABSL way of working, we are happy to present you this publication.

#WorkingTogether, The Book of Best Practices 2021 is a selection of case studies 
related to diversity, equity, and inclusion, presenting good examples of programs 
and projects run by member organizations of ABSL. It is also the way to recognize 
and honor all authors and executors of great projects, which are changing 
our reality towards more inclusive, more diverse, and more equal. We hope that 
presented cases will be a great inspiration for all who want to join us in our efforts. 

The ABSL Team
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cuLTuraL 
DiversiTy 
ManageMenT
Projects aiming at enhancing and promoting diversity 
of the organization, managing differences, building 
a safe, tolerant, and friendly workplace, supporting smooth 
cooperation of employees of different backgrounds.
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cześć! aDapTaTion prograM 
for foreigners 

Challenge

Within 5 years, the representation of foreigners among 
the total number of staff in Poland increased from 2 to 
10 percent, with a much larger scale of employment. 
Currently, approximately every fifth person employed 
at State Street in Poland is of non-Polish origin. 
This triggered the need to support this group in the 
adaptation process, especially in the initial stage of their 
residence in Poland, but also to prepare the Polish staff 
to work in a multicultural, multi-ethnic workplace. 

Solution

In 2021, Culture & Nationality Network prepared 
and implemented an internal adaptation program 
for foreign colleagues called “Cześć”. It is aimed 
at identifying foreigners’ needs, especially in their 
initial period of living in Poland; support foreigners 
in the adaptation process, incl. learning 
the Polish language (our colleagues indicated it as 
the main difficulty they face); increase the knowledge 
of Polish cultural traditions and customs; increase 

Alma Jenkins,  
Partner, Career Global Delivery Leader, Warsaw Site Leader, Mercer

Diversity has many forms, perspectives and colors. Perception 
of diversity is not a one-way straight line, it has ups and 
downs, successes and misunderstandings. The effectiveness 
of an organization comes with the acknowledgement 
and acceptance of this. Some-times you will get it right and at 
times you will get it totally wrong. It’s ok to make mistakes, 
but what matters is consequently staying on the path of diversity 
and understanding that each of us can be the change.

State Street Bank Polska
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competences in the field of work in an international 
environment and to motivate employees to take 
actions to foster integration and inclusion. 

Activities

“Cześć” program consisted of: the Language Buddy 
Program (LBP) of language and cultural assistantship 
(a voluntary project where Poles provide linguistic 
support to non-Polish colleagues in the form of regular 
conversations); series of workshops on Poland, Polish 
culture and traditions; publishing an internal guide 
for new hired in Poland with information facilitating 
everyday functioning in Kraków and Gdańsk (e.g. issues 
regarding the registration of PESEL number, health 
service or public transport). With Polish employees 
in mind, we have conducted anti-discrimination training 
with an important module on inclusive language. 
Additionally, partnerships with NGOs are being 
developed to support integration and inclusion efforts.

Results

A total of 118 participants of two editions of the 
Language Buddy Program and exactly 50% of mentees 
admitted that participation in the program improved 
their Polish significantly. Over 20 foreigners took 
part in cultural workshops and nearly 100 employees 
(managers mostly) in anti-discrimination training. 
Establishing cooperation with the Multicultural 
Center in Kraków, Immigrant Support Center 
in Gdańsk and Mikołaj Rej Foundation in Kraków 
(our main partner of the LBP) is another result.

About State Street Bank Polska

State Street Corporation is one of the world’s leading providers of financial services to institutional investors including investment servicing, investment 
management and investment research and trading. Since entering the European market in 1970, the company has marked its presence and today 
employs several thousand employees in the region of EMEA. In Poland the company has experienced rapid development and currently employs over 
6,000 specialists.

Polish hospitality 
is not only a slogan. 
It is a commitment that 
everyone, regardless 
of their origin, religion, 
or race, feels welcome 
and respected. Just 
start by saying “Cześć”. 
Just as we did.”

Dariusz Krupa,  
Inclusion, Diversity & Equity Expert
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De&i in BBh affiniTy neTWork 
coMMuniTies 

Challenge

Due to our commitment to diversity and inclusion, 
aiming at improving our competitive position in a 
rapidly changing global marketplace, we want to build 
our capacity of top talent, to enhance our inclusive 
culture, strengthen cultural dexterity, enrich our work 
environment, and leverage the power of fresh thinking. 

Solution

BBH Affinity Network Communities - 
employee-led BANCs provide a platform to develop 
skills, network and support key business initiatives. Open 
to all employees, global and regional groups support 
BBH’s business goals and aim to enhance leadership 
and growth opportunities, idea sharing and multicultural 
understanding. The BANC networks annually execute 
programming that are pertinent to the needs of their 
respective constituency, as well as BBH’s DEI strategic 
pillars: Workforce, Workplace and Marketplace. 

Activities

Within the BANC framework, following 
activities related to D&I were executed:

 » Inclusive leadership workshops – demonstrating 
how vital inclusiveness is to our future success. 
How by embracing authenticity, showing empathy 
and compassion, and being accepting of a range 
of communication and work styles, we enable 
all team members to deliver their best.

 » The Heritage Month - covering keynote and panel 
discussions, social and community events, articles, 
and resources that employees can leverage at any 
time to keep abreast of these important efforts. 

 » Outside of Heritage Month activities: 
Black, Women’s, Pride, National 
Disability Employment Awareness.

Results

 » 10 BANC Networks

 »  
 
 
 
 
 
of new hires were female;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
of new hires were people of color 

 » 2,100 participants attended inclusive 
and leadership training

Brown Brothers Harriman

51.5%

40.6%
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Ideas and results come to life when diverse 
thinkers come together through deep mutual 
respect, shared values and aligned purpose.

Bill Tyree,  
Managing Partner

About Brown Brothers Harriman

Brown Brothers Harriman (BBH) is a privately-held financial institution that has been a thought leader and solutions provider for over 200 years. We serve 
the most sophisticated individuals and institutions with expertise in Private Banking, Investment Management and Investor Services.



incLusive 
recruiTMenT
Projects aiming at improving and mastering recruitment processes, 
to assure equal assessment and opportunities for candidates with 
diverse background, based on merits, not demographic features.
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i&D Training

Sarah Cheyne,  
Global Head Talent Experience, Inclusion and People Analytics, Group Talent

At The Adecco Group we put our expertise and energy into 
improving everyone’s chances of being part of the world of work. 
Inclusive hiring ensures we prioritise the connection, selection 
and onboarding of diverse talent, addressing the experiences, 
technology and behaviours across the end-to-end hiring process.

The Law Firm of Attorneys-at-law Wiatr i Partnerzy

Challenge

Our challenge was to familiarize employers 
from different sectors with the issue of inclusive 
recruitment. The aim was to present the issue 
in a simple and clear way, tailored to everyone 
regardless of the size of the organization.

Solution

We have designed a course, based 
on following assumptions: 

 » presenting the possibility 
of conducting the recruitment process 
in an open and unbiased way,

 » pointing out that inclusiveness of the 
recruitment process can occur at every stage 
of the recruitment process,

 » discussing Polish and international 
legislation on discrimination,

 » discussing the issue of positive discrimination.

Activities

The participants of the course were introduced 
to the issue, the basic concepts and definitions, 
as well as to the legal regulations they are subject 
to, in order to reduce the risk of discrimination.

During the course, participants were familiarized 
with the current legal anti-discrimination regulations. 
The issue of the burden of proof in court cases 
concerning discrimination was also discussed. 
Participants were also trained on how to carry 
out the recruitment process and what the workplace 
should look like in order to minimize the risk 
of discrimination in employment. 
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About the Law Firm of Attorneys-at-law Wiatr i Partnerzy

The Law Firm specializes primarily in comprehensive services for business entities, both commercial law companies, also with foreign capital and other 
entrepreneurs. Our Law Firm is composed of a team of over 20 men and women of various ages - from students to lawyers with many years of experience. 
We speak mainly Polish, however we also provide services in English and German.

Examples of how to conduct inclusive 
recruitment were also discussed. 

Results

The course was attended by several dozen employers 
operating on the Polish and foreign markets. 
These are entities employing several hundred 
people, whose aim was to adjust the recruitment 
process, as well as to adapt working conditions 
to the principles of inclusiveness. The set 
of recommendations established in the course of our 
activities contributed to increasing the awareness 
of employers, as well as raising business ethics.



eMpLoyMenT 
conDiTions 
anD career 
DeveLopMenT 
Projects aiming at assuring equal work environment 
and conditions, including compensation, as well as equal 
professional development and career opportunities, without 
regard to demographic features, especially sex and gender.
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career opporTuniTies 
for peopLe WiTh DisaBiLiTies 

Challenge

Software accessibility testing became one of the clients’ 
demands and business necessity. As ordinary end-users 
of the product cannot give definitive conclusions about 
its accessibility, because they often do not know what 
to look for, SoftServe decided to teach people with visual 
impairments to be testers and offered them a workplace 
at the company. Therefore, at the end of 2019, SoftServe 

developed the first training course based on SoftServe 
IT Academy to train specialists in Accessibility Testing. 
Finding candidates turned out to be a difficult task.

Solution

SoftServe developed the first training course 
based on SoftServe IT Academy to train specialists 
in Accessibility Testing. Among the small number 

Izrail Bryan,  
Regional Head of Diversity and Inclusion, Standard Chartered Bank

Creating an inclusive culture where people can express what 
really matters to them includes being able to have a constructive 
dialogue in the workplace. By encouraging an open dialogue 
across all areas of D&I, we can raise awareness of the importance 
of cross-cultural intelligence, combat stereotypes, and bridge 
the gap between cultures so all colleagues feel able to bring 
their best selves to work and achieve their full potential. 
Our diversity and inclusion will enable our teams to unlock 
innovation, make better decisions, deliver our business strategy 
and represent our clients and the communities we serve.

SoftServe Inc.
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of applicants sought through partner NGOs dealing 
with the visually impaired, five candidates were 
selected. The Accessibility Testing course is designed 
to last two months and consists of two parts: 
the first contains the standard content for groups 
of testers, and the second is the actual part related 
to Accessibility Testing. SoftServe IT Academy 
mentors have adapted the training materials to formats 
accessible to the visually impaired students.

Activities

Among the small number of applicants sought through 
partner NGOs dealing with the visually impaired, five 
candidates were selected. SoftServe IT Academy 
mentors have adapted the training materials to formats 
accessible to the visually impaired students. After 
successfully completing a 2-month long course, 
graduates were offered jobs at the company in July 
2020 and are currently working with us. Another 
component of the project and its expansion in the future 
was the accessibility audit of SoftServe IT Academy 
facilities and company’s premises, both in Ukraine 
and abroad. It was approved to make all of them 
accessible to people with disabilities by 2025.

Results

The first Accessibility Testing course 
at SoftServe IT Academy resulted in 5 graduates 
who joined SoftServe. An accessibility audit of the 
company’s training facilities and offices was conducted, 
resulting in 50% accessibility. The internal requirements 
for the construction or selection of leased premises 
for the company’s offices have been agreed, according 
to which all such facilities must be accessible till 
2025. An instruction with accessibility requirements 
for all events organized by the company developed.

About SoftServe Inc.

Founded in 1993, SoftServe is an award-winning global digital engineering firm based in Ukraine. SoftServe operates 38 offices across nine countries. 
Company development centers are located in Lviv, Kyiv, Dnipro, Kharkiv, Rivne, Ivano-Frankivsk, Chernivtsi, Sofia, Wrocław, Białystok, Gliwice, and Warsaw. 
We also maintain offices in the United States, Western Europe, and Southeast Asia. The company’s European headquarters are in Lviv, Ukraine, and the 
US headquarters are in Austin, Texas.

We strive 
not only to comply with 
government policies, 
but also to provide 
everyone with decent 
and comfortable 
working conditions 
and opportunity 
to professional 
development. 

Maria Kucherenko,  
Corporate Reputation & CSR Director
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WoMen MenToring 

Challenge

22% of women at Schaeffler, 11,6% women 
in Management position, called for the attention. 
Women Mentoring promotes career development 
for women at Schaeffler, aiming at strengthening 
representation of women across all hierarchical levels.

Solution

Women Mentoring @Region Europe was created 
as a pilot in 2019. It is a learning and development 
measure in the context of the 70:20:10 framework 
which is about learning from others and leveraging 
the internal experiences and competencies of leaders.

Activities

In 2020, program was not only continued, but the 
number of participating Mentees and Mentors tripled. 
Participants, both Mentors and Mentees, reported 
that their participation was personally motivating, 
especially having strengthened their resilience during 
the COVID crisis. The program works against silo 
working environments by encouraging cross-functional 
and cross-generational mentoring, strengthening 
the participants’ ability to think outside the box. 
The program gained increased visibility for diversity 
topics at Schaeffler, targeting gender equity, quality 
education and decent work and economic growth.

 

Results

Throughout the 2 years of Women Mentoring program 
@Schaeffler, the initiative has grown significantly, 
directly or indirectly touching in Europe employees 
within the company, regardless of their seniority, 
position, experience or length of service. All involved 
parties constantly benefit from a powerful network 
that goes cross-functions, countries, genders, 
cultures and generations, thus contributes to the 
overall business competitive advantage. 

Schaeffler is happy to report the following numbers:

 » Program reach: the number of Mentors 
and Mentees is constantly growing (from 
7 Mentors in 2019 to 40 in 2021 & from 
14 Mentees 2 years ago to 40 Mentees today)

 » Program size and visibility: Program tripled its size 
including additional senior leaders as Mentors

 » Learning curve: our today’s Mentors 
are yesterday’s Mentees

 » Benefits: Bilateral benefits of program participation 
for both groups: Mentors and Mentee, related 
to development and growth, perspective 
gaining and relation building

 » Regional exchange of experiences and know-how

The Schaeffler Group
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About the Schaeffler Group

As a leading global supplier to the automotive and industrial sectors, the Schaeffler Group has been driving forward groundbreaking inventions 
and developments in the fields of motion and mobility for over 70 years. With innovative technologies, products, and services for CO2-efficient drives, 
electric mobility, Industry 4.0, digitalization, and renewable energies, the company is a reliable partner for making motion and mobility more efficient, 
intelligent, and sustainable.

At Schaeffler, we recognize the uniqueness and cultural 
differences of all employees, while understanding that 
the common ground that unites us is based on the broad 
spectrum of our needs for health and happiness. For this 
reason, we take a holistic approach to a healthy workplace 
in all countries, divisions, and at all levels of the company.” 

Monika Pietrzyk,  
VP Leadership, Talent Development, Recruitment and Schaeffler Academy Region Europe



incLusive 
Language
Projects related to language, the very ground of every D&I initiative, 
aiming at fostering a positive change in the way people communicate 
with each other, in the spirit of respect and inclusion.
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Bia Assevero,  
Co-Founder True MOSAIC & Vice President, Corporate Reputation, FleishmanHillard New York

The words we use – and the ones that we don’t – shape 
our ability to connect to other people and to build communities, 
organizations and societies that allow everyone to live 
a life of dignity and to thrive. Development of a common, 
inclusive, language means development of a deeper 
and shared understanding of who we are and how we relate 
to one another. It should be a foundational part of every 
organization’s journey towards equity and inclusion.

genDer neuTraL Language 

Challenge

Using gender neutral language is just one vehicle to help 
driving gender equality. Polish language can at times 
be discriminative using female and male forms. Often 
female job title form is not used as it could be read 
as position of lesser importance and male form sounds 
more impressive or better. It can be very natural and easy 
to change the female form into the male one, e.g. 
assistant, in Polish: asystent -> asystentka, but it is not 
so common to make this change when the basic form 
is male, relates to position of power and is stereotypically 
seen as male job e.g. leader, lider -> liderka.

 
 

Solution

Our aim is to provide a choice of job title in Polish 
language version of the employment contract. 
It is important to us not to force female employees 
to use the female forms in case they don’t want to, 
as we are aware not every woman would like to make 
such a change. At the same time, we would like 
to normalise the use of female forms so more people 
will see the female title as equal comparing to the 
male one. We wish that whoever uses the female 
form feels empowered and proudly talk about their 
role. We believe that in time the use of feminitives 
will make a difference in our language. 

Linklaters Polska Sp. z o.o.
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Activities

We have listed all job titles used in our contracts 
and assigned female and male forms so everyone 
can use the form of their choice. At the moment 
we are: 1. Offering any new female employee the option 
of both female and male form of the job title in the 
employment contract. 2. Offering the change to every 
current employee, and if they wish to proceed, 

they will receive a new contract with the new 
job title. The choice in this case is crucial and female 
employee can also change the title to male form 
if her initial job title has a female form. 

Results

The planning & leadership endorsement phases have 
been completed and implementation starts as we speak.

About Linklaters

At Linklaters we know that differences make us a better global law firm. Our diversity enables us to attract the best talent, drive innovation, and deliver 
the best experience to everyone who comes into contact with us. That’s why being a leader in D&I is an integral part of our firm’s vision and strategy. It is 
important to us that we represent the diversity of our people, our clients and our communities, and that we create an inclusive culture in which everyone 
can reach their full potential.
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incLusive Language Workshop

Challenge

Companies across the world struggle with the need 
not only to talk about diversity and inclusion but also 
to embrace it. The challenge is to create a more 
inclusive workplace for all employees, regardless 
of country of origin, gender, sexual orientation, 
religion, age etc. At Fujitsu Global Delivery, 
we have a strategic objective to improve inclusion 
and diversity in the workplace. We want to support 
all employees by providing equal treatment at work. 

 
 
 
 

Solution

Fujitsu Poland held a series of workshops for employees 
focused on creating a more diverse and inclusive 
workplace. The key focus was inclusive language: 
language that is free of assumptions and stereotypes 
and does not express or imply bias or prejudice.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fujitsu Technology Solutions Sp. z o.o.

Nadine Ilgenstein,  
Global Co-Head Of Diversity & Inclusion, Scheaffler

The enhancement of an inclusive work culture requires 
maintaining strong female ties, increasing self-awareness, 
while engaging male allies in pursuit of gender equality. 
In conjunction with the common practices of inclusive 
language usage and concrete actions, diversity strategies gain 
its power to change the mindsets - “Say manager, think all”.
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Activities

The online workshops had both theoretical and practical 
sections, including case study reviews and open 
discussions. Employees were introduced to and 
familiarized with the idea of diversity management. 
Participants learned basic tools and means 
of communication that are best practice to create 
a diverse and inclusive workplace for their teams. 
After the training, employees were able to name 
and implement these tools and techniques. This 
training was organized in collaboration with Marek 
Edelman Center of Dialogue in Łódź, Poland, 
an institution that promotes the multicultural 
and multi-ethnic heritage of the city.

The participants were provided with basic definitions 
of stereotype, prejudice, and discrimination. 
Interactive exercises gave participants an opportunity 
to apply and test their knowledge, discuss 
the examples and case studies. The knowledge 
was be supplemented by follow-up e-learning.

Results

 » 50 employees were trained during 4 online 
workshops. Many of them are people managers, 
who recruit and manage people from various 
backgrounds. The training provided the participants 
with basic tools and means of communications 
that are best practices to create a diverse 
and inclusive workplace for their teams. 

 » The trainings were a part of the diversity 
management strategy that we can summarize 
with our motto: #BeCompletelyYou. We encourage 
our employees to shape the future together, 
where everyone is treated equally at work 
and receives equal job opportunities.

 » The outcome of the workshops were, among 
all, 14 ideas to make our workplace even more 
inclusive. 12 of them were already covered. 
Examples: we introduced mandatory trainings 
on our e-platform for all managers related 
to managing diversity and we re-shaped 
our induction trainings for new joiners to better 
reflect Fujitsu values of empathy and inclusivity.

 » Poland Global Delivery Center, which 
has its offices in Łódź and Katowice, 
has over 3000 employees from over 60 countries, 
who provide IT services in over 18 languages. 
By organizing events like diversity workshops, 
we make sure that our people are well-equipped 
to manage such a diverse workforce.

About Fujitsu Technology Solutions 

Poland GDC is part of Fujitsu Global Delivery Unit which delivers digital flexible services — from 24/7 multilingual service desk to complete IT estate 
management, also complex project, program & business process services.



eMpLoyer 
BranDing 
Projects presenting an organization as an inclusive 
workplace, communicating its true commitment to D&I values 
to current and prospective employees.
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Wearing coLors of supporT 

Challenge

Wellbeing of the employees is one of the key elements 
of NatWest purpose-led strategy. We treat everyone 
with dignity and champion people’s potential. 
We want to make sure that everyone feels welcomed 
and diversity is not just accepted but celebrated. 
We want to be seen as an employer supporting equal 
rights and offering friendly and safe workplace. 

Solution

We used the occasion of International Day Against 
Homophobia, Biphobia, Intersexism and Transphobia 
(IDAHOBIT) to create a platform where everyone in the 
organization can show their support and commitment 
to LGBT+ colleagues and community.

Activities

On the 17th of May (IDAHOBIT) colleagues were asked 
to post on Workplace (internal corporate social media 
platform) a selfie in pink or purple outfit and relevant 
wording supporting fundraising initiative for a LGBT+ 
NGO. At the same time on that day colleagues were 
wearing pink/purple outfits on Zoom calls to show 
their support to anyone participating. We believe that 
leading by example has much bigger impact than 
any number of on-line training or emails dedicated 
to diversity and inclusion. Any LGBT+ employee seeing 
the manager either wearing pink or posting supporting 
comments on corporate social media would feel more 
comfortable bringing his/her whole self to work.

 

NatWest Group

Faith Howemanaging,  
Director, Talent and Transformation, Fleishmanhillard UK

We live in an age where talent is setting high standards 
for business. To attract diverse and brilliant people, 
companies must stand out by taking positive action 
on diversity, equity and inclusion, employee experience, 
and putting people first. The most powerful employer 
brands cut through with authentic commitments reflected 
through creative, impactful communications.
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Results

The corporate social media was flooded that day with 
pink/purple photos, strengthening NatWest perception 
as an inclusive employer not only as an organization, 
but also as a group of inclusive and welcoming 
diversity group of people. Employees’ contribution 
to fundraising initiative was doubled by NatWest 
giving a clear message that the organization 
supports both the cause and employees’ activism. 
As a result, over 6.000 PLN was donated to an LGBT+ 
NGO providing telephone helpline for the community.

Rafał Dembe,  
Co-Chair of Rainbow Network at Natwest Group in Poland

About NatWest Group in Poland

With 1500 people on board, National Westminster Bank Poland office in Warsaw is a centre of excellence providing a wide range of services including 
finance and risk management for corporate and institutional customers, data & analytics, project management, cyber security, supply & chain 
management, technology and product control with strong expertise in customer due diligence. Its purpose-led strategy puts sustainability at the heart 
of Bank future.

Inclusion policies 
and procedures are very 
important, but it’s the 
support and kindness 
we give one-another 
that makes all of us feel 
welcomed and give this 
sense of belonging
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WoMen in spoTLighTs 

Challenge

To promote GSK as women friendly workplace.

Solution

Implementing a 360-approach: demonstrating 
our commitment to equal opportunities 
via numerous communication activities.

Activities

To show our support and commitment 
in creating equal opportunities for women, 
following actions have been undertaken:

 » Development of insight reports to evaluate 
available talent in the geography. Includes gender 
mix as one of the demographic characteristics

 » Content development: tailored messages to women

 » Hosting events and featuring female leaders

 » Highlighting ERGs in advertising  
(i.e. exploring Women’s Leadership 
Initiative Poland for new heroes)

 » Continuing to provide balanced slate 
of candidates for every role

 » Encouraging diverse interview panels

 » Long-term employer branding activities, i.e.: 
cooperation with third parties, participation 
in events dedicated to women, review 
of communication and advertising channels, 
development of new offerings (flexible 
working solutions) for female talent etc.

Activities

 » Increase of employed women in Tech 
Poznań by 4,75% in 11 months

 »  
 
 
 
 
women in senior positions 

 

GSK Poland

About GSK Poland

A science-led global healthcare company with a special purpose: to help people do more, feel better, live longer. We have 3 global businesses that discover, 
develop and manufacture innovative pharmaceutical medicines, vaccines and consumer healthcare products. GSK in Poland: 2 locations in Poland – 
Poznań and Warsaw, over 3 000 employees, 300 different, high-quality pharmaceutical medicines and healthcare products delivered to Polish patients 
and consumers.

32%



 
iMpacT 
Projects dedicated to external stakeholders, aiming at making 
a positive, inclusive impact on external environment. 
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cuLTuraL DiversiTy MonTh

Challenge

Demographic structure of Warsaw (and other 
big cities in Poland) has significantly changed 
in the last couple of years. What used to be a fairly 
homogenous population back in the day changed 
into a more diverse and vibrant mix. This change 
is even more visible in international companies which 
having expanded in a fast pace have been attracting 
talents globally. At Linklaters Service Delivery Centre 
we wanted to acknowledge and appreciate the fact that 
we have a diverse, rich and vibrant group of employees 
by celebrating Cultural Diversity Month in May 2021.

Solution

Given that many of our international colleagues 
had joined us during the pandemic we realised that:

 » it might have been difficult for them 
to learn what Linklaters culture is 

and that

 » not everyone in the firm realized how diverse 
we were. We thought that we should provide 
our international colleagues with a platform 
on which they could present themselves and share 
with everyone some information on their culture 
and traditions. We asked for volunteers who would 
like to share with everyone else that information.

Linklaters Polska Sp. z o.o.

Ela Bonda,  
Diversity & Inclusion Lead NatWest Poland Head of Property & Workplace

At NatWest we live and breathe Diversity & Inclusion. 
We are excited to join the Working Together programme 
to share our best practices gained over the years, 
but also to get inspiration from others. I believe it is our joint 
responsibility to make the world sustainable.
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Activities

Several people volunteered to take part and give 
us interviews. All interviews shared a common theme 
- our goal was for them to talk about their culture 
and traditions, but also for them to say what they 
liked about living in Poland or what they found 
challenging. Every interview was written down 
and then authorised by interviewees so that they were 
comfortable with the final product. Interviews were 
sent to everyone at Linklaters Poland and in the UK.

Results

As planned and expected, the interviews 
gave a chance for everyone in the firm to get 
to know their colleagues better but also to realize 
how diverse we were. Some interviews started 
internal conversations about D&I issues in the 
time of pandemic (e.g. how to include new joiners 
in a virtual world). Overall feedback was positive 
- both from the interviewees and the audience.

 

About Linklaters

At Linklaters we know that differences make us a better global law firm. Our diversity enables us to attract the best talent, drive innovation, and deliver 
the best experience to everyone who comes into contact with us. That’s why being a leader in D&I is an integral part of our firm’s vision and strategy. It is 
important to us that we represent the diversity of our people, our clients and our communities, and that we create an inclusive culture in which everyone 
can reach their full potential.
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sereniTy: care for MenTaL 
heaLTh anD neuroDiversiTy

Challenge

To provide care and support in all areas 
to neurodiverse employees as well as to those 
experiencing mental health conditions. 

Solution

The main goal of the Serenity initiative is to adapt 
our work environment to better suit the needs of people 
with divergent neurotypes or experiencing mental 
health conditions. Through a dedicated community 
or direct personal contact, the Serenity group offers 
advocacy, consulting, support, and education.

Activities

Serenity is acting as a place where employees 
experiencing mental health conditions can go to, 
especially to our Supporting Manager. The success 
of the role lies in the need to have a direct contact 
with an empathetic and understanding 
professional in a safe environment.

Results

Serenity helped dozens of employees in difficult 
professional situations. We educate managers 
on how to give feedback to be understood. We act 
as mediator in conflicts and help our community 
reach out for professional help when needed.

Kyndryl GSDC SP. z o.o.

About Kyndryl

Kyndryl was spun-off of IBM IT infrastructure services in 2021. Our global base of customers includes 75 of the Fortune 100 companies. With 
88,449 skilled professionals operating from over 100 countries, we are committed to the success of our customers, collaborating with them and helping 
them to realize their ambitions. Kyndryl headquarter in Poland is an international place for over 50 nationalities, different sexes, cultures and believes, 
working at the same goal - customer satisfaction.

Serenity is the state 
of being calm, peaceful, 
and untroubled.

Kornelia Dubiel,  
Santos, Department Manager, Serenity Leader
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LgBT+ DiaMonDs aWarDs 

Challenge

According to the research of European Union Agency 
for Fundamental Rights regarding the situation 
of LGBT+ people in Europe, 1 of 5 employees 
feels discriminated against at workplace. Another 
research by Campaign Against Homophobia (2020) 
shows that 71% of LGBT+ employees hide their 
sexual orientation at work. It massively impacts 
their efficiency, creativity and overall wellbeing. 

Solution

Encouraging business to recognize their role 
in supporting LGBT+ people inside and outside 
the workplace by promoting best practices, supporting 
NGOs and networking. We did that through organizing 
the LGBT+ Diamonds Awards initiative (4th edition), 
our way to say thank you to people and organizations 
(both business and non-profit) making a real 
change for the LGBT+ community in Poland. It’s a 
competition that awards nominees in 6 categories: 
employer of the year, employees’ led network, 
LGBT+ ambassador of the year, initiative of the year, 
NGO of the year and local initiative of the year.

Activities

The competition was announced through online 
channels and other media. The nominees were reviewed 
by an independent jury gathering experts from business, 
science and non-profit sectors. In each category 
3 top candidates were selected and announced, with 
the winner being reviled during the award ceremony. 
The core of the initiative was the ceremony of LGBT+ 
Diamonds Awards organized on 21st of November 
2021 in Fabryka Norblina in Warsaw. The gala 

was broadcasted also via fb Live and other on-line 
channels and followed by an informal networking 
evening. The core event was accompanied with 
two panel discussions on inclusion at workplace.

Results

We’ve received record breaking 140 nominations 
in all the categories. The initiative reached over 
500.000 people (incl. social media, traditional media, 
gala broadcasting). The reach of the ceremony alone 
was 34.890 people. There were 35 publications 
in traditional media (of which 11 was business media) 
including TVN24 and NOIZZ. 35 organizations were 
partnering the event, including honorary patronage 
of European Commission and a number of embassies.

NatWest Group

We got some really 
amazing feedback from 
colleagues in NatWest 
Poland. Each year, 
we have more colleagues, 
companies and NGOs 
wanting to get involved, 
which I think is a good 
sign and untroubled.

Emilia Nowakowska,  
Communications Manager at NatWest Group in Poland



The Association of Business Service Leaders (ABSL) is a leading 
organization representing business services in Poland.

We represent over 220 of the largest companies and set the standards and directions 
for growth in the industry, which now employs around 355,000 people. 

ABSL’s mission is to develop the potential of the modern business services 
sector and create conditions for its continued growth in Poland. Our aim is to 
build competitive and sustainable ecosystem that creates new, valuable jobs, 

helps to responsibly grow business and investment as well as driving knowledge-
sharing, education, innovation, public advocacy and communication.

Read more about ABSL at absl.pl



Association of Business Service Leaders in Poland

Koszykowa 61 (Mindspace)

00-667 Warsaw

www.absl.pl | absl@absl.pl 
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